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Hope Journal: The Covid19 Quarantine has been a tough time for all.  Instead of dwelling on the
sadness, isolation and negative feelings we're going to try to use our ART as an INSPIRATION to
get through these last weeks of the school year.  Each week you will get a new prompt that is
meant to get you thinking in a positive way. 

You will be posting to the Google Folder called Hope Journal: Art Inspiration
(https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DI_7FaPdWnZW5_rwCqtqxRA35CSmkSXS) for the remainder of
the school year for this assignment.    In an effort to streamline our work we will not be using
Canvas Discussion Thread.

The graphic below explains your assignment and contains the week 1 prompt.

Create a visual journal page or two about each week's hopeful prompt. Use whatever materials
you have at home to create your weekly art. You can make one piece or several. It's up to you. If
you don't want to work in the journal you can use any paper, canvas, cardboard etc.

Continue using your Named Folder (lastname-firstname) in the Hope Journal Google Folder
 (https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DI_7FaPdWnZW5_rwCqtqxRA35CSmkSXS)

Post a photo or 2 of this week's art labeling itlastname-firstname-Week 2.jpg
Post a dated entry explaining your artwork. Use art vocabulary to do this.
Post on the same doc from week one Last Name-Firstname-Hope Journal
Label the entry Week 2 May 4-8, Fresh Starts-Repetition/Variety
We will continue using the same doc (not new ones) for the entire assignment.  Just create a
new post for each week and label it with the week number.
Week 2 Theme is FRESH STARTS
Week 2 Skill to work on is VARIETY and REPETITION-two principles of design that are
valuable to consider when composing art.  How can you use repetition but also variety at the
same time?
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